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Summary of the think:act study written by Roland Berger Strategy Consultants*
What the customer really wants

*Source: Roland Berger Strategy Consultants and ECE: What the customer really wants - The truth about shopping in a multichannel world - Opportunities for retailers and manufacturers. 2013.



42.000 customers were interviewed at 64 German shopping malls on their shopping behaviour in the course of the think:act study „What the customer really wants“. 
Which products are being bought online and which offline? And why? The analysis leads to a segmentation of customers into seven different shopper groups. With an 
accuracy of 75%, the consumers can be assigned to one of the seven groups by answering six questions. The following focus groups were identified: 

1) Mainstream Offline Shoppers
2) Traditional Senior Shoppers
3) Simplistic Shopping Minimalists
4) Joy-seeking Multichannel Natives
5) Well-off Shopping Enthusiasts
6) Efficient Multichannel Shoppers
7) Non-urban Shopping Pragmatists

The think:act study summarised
Scope and parameters of the study



The study focused in particular on examining five widespread dogmas.

Dogma 1: Sooner or later, large swathes of brick-and-mortar retail will be replaced by online.
Dogma 2: Online, price is the only thing that matters. Offline, personal assistance is the decisive factor. 
Dogma 3: Offline retail is degenerating into a showroom for online retailers. Customers these days only go into stores to have a good look at the products and find out
     about them. The actual buying takes place online. In-store sales are doomed to collapse.
Dogma 4: Young people have already been lost for brick-and-mortar retail. Digital natives grow up with the Internet and are constantly online through social networks
     such as Facebook. Inevitably, they do most of their buying online and will continue to do so in the future.
Dogma 5: Multichannel retail will make everybody happy. "Click and mortar" is the only real way for traditional retailers to survive in the future.

A close look at 5 dogmas
The think:act study summarised



In fact, the online business poses a thread to the classical retailer. Nevertheless, the brick and mortar retailers still have a few aces up their sleeve. The sales 
volumes as well as the rate of impulse sales for example are much higher offline than online. The shopping baskets show a broader mix of products. The buying 
frequency is also much higher. To be competetive in the long-run, the classical retail should develop multichannel concepts. By doing so, they are able to adjust 
to the new buying habits of their customers. The basis for developing these new mutlinchannel concepts must be a thorough analysis of the customers and their 
shopping behaviour. An elementary finding of the interviews: The classical retailer continues to be the first and most important shopping destination for two thrids of 
customers despite the fast growing online business.

Dogma 1
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This assumption is wrong since the customer is primarily interested in when and how he receives the product. The offline retail scores with a strong „Touch and Feel“ 
factor as well as the fact that the product is available immediately. Products purchased online are mostly cheaper and they are delivered what makes shopping very 
convenient. The thing to do is to combine the advantages of online and offline shopping to create an added value for the customer. In order to do that you need to 
know the „Customer Journey“ as detailed as possible.

Dogma 2
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The think:act study summarised

The most important product categories for the online trade are consumer electronics and fashion. The best thing to do, is to be a vertically integrated retailer. 
Businesses that are set up this way are indifferent about whether the sales are made online or offline. It is simply another source of sales. However, this it not true 
for multibrand retailers. If customers gather information on products in the store but end up buying them at Amazon, the multibrand stores are in trouble. So far, 
looking at the sales numbers, the significance of showrooming is still modest. Annually, sales of roughly 6 billion Euro are being prepared offline and purchased 
online, while transactions of 68 billion Euro are prepared online and bought offline at the classical retailer. 

Dogma 3
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Also, this dogma is not entirely correct. The young generation shows very heterogenous needs when it comes to shopping which cannot be completely satisfied 
by online retailers. A lot of young people even prefer the traditional way of shopping which they stage as an event. A lot of times they only choose to purchase 
online due to pricing-related aspects. Others avoid buying anything online because they are scared of bad buys. If processes were smooth, they would be buying 
more products online. As a classical retailer, it is important to know and understand your customers based on customer data to be able to persist successfully in a 
multichannel shopping world. 

Dogma 4
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If implemented correctly, it can work, yes. But it is not sufficient to simply connect both sales channels. It is important to serve the sophisticated demands of 
the consumers. An important precondition is that the relevant customer group is a target group for multichannelling at all. Again, it is important to know the 
constellation of customers and their preferences to be able to develop a successful concept. While some customers want to spend as little time shopping as possible, 
others are mainly looking for an extended shopping event. 

Dogma 5
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